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Abstract We present the ﬁrst physical model for the spectral “bioalbedo” of snow, which predicts the
spectral reﬂectance of snowpacks contaminated with variable concentrations of red snow algae with
varying diameters and pigment concentrations and then estimates the effect of the algae on snowmelt. The
biooptical model estimates the absorption coefﬁcient of individual cells; a radiative transfer scheme
calculates the spectral reﬂectance of snow contaminated with algal cells, which is then convolved with
incoming spectral irradiance to provide albedo. Albedo is then used to drive a point-surface energy balance
model to calculate snowpack melt rate. The model is used to investigate the sensitivity of snow to algal
biomass and pigmentation, including subsurface algal blooms. The model is then used to recreate real
spectral albedo data from the High Sierra (CA, USA) and broadband albedo data from Mittivakkat Gletscher
(SE Greenland). Finally, spectral “signatures” are identiﬁed that could be used to identify biology in snow
and ice from remotely sensed spectral reﬂectance data. Our simulations not only indicate that algal blooms
can inﬂuence snowpack albedo and melt rate but also highlight that “indirect” feedback related to their
presence are a key uncertainty that must be investigated.
1. Introduction
Snow has a more variable albedo than any other surface on Earth, ranging from as high as 0.98 for fresh, clean
snow to 0.3 in the visible wave band for snow heavily laden with light-absorbing impurities [Flanner and
Zender, 2006; Painter et al., 2013]. This variability exerts an important inﬂuence on global climate via the
snow-albedo feedback [Budyko, 1969]. The amount of incident solar radiation absorbed by snow and
available for driving snowmelt is very sensitive to changes in the optical properties of snow. Grain size and
impurity concentration are the primary inherent characteristics that evolve seasonally and determine the
optical properties and albedo of snow [e.g., Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Warren, 1982; Aoki et al., 2003;
Flanner and Zender, 2006; Painter et al., 2001]. Many previous studies have quantiﬁed the albedo effect
of inorganic impurities, such as mineral dust and black carbon (BC), on snow [Clarke and Noone, 1985;
Flanner et al., 2007; Brandt et al., 2011; Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012]. The effect of biological impurities
(“bioalbedo”) has yet to be isolated from other impurities and snow grain metamorphosis effects despite
being recognized as potentially important for snow spectral albedo [Painter et al., 2001; Benning et al.,
2014]. These effects have yet to be incorporated into a predictive radiative transfer model (RTM). This
means that we cannot properly characterize snow albedo in general climate models because an appropri-
ate, physically based understanding of the sensitivity of snow albedo to the full suite of biotic, biogenic,
and abiotic impurities is lacking.
Cold-adapted or cold-tolerant algae are commonly found in high-latitude snow and may be important test
organisms for research into cold and UV tolerance [Remias et al., 2010]. The most common snow alga is often
reported to be Chlamydomonas nivalis, which has been identiﬁed in snow in Antarctica [Edwards et al., 2004],
Svalbard [Stibal et al., 2007], Iceland [Lutz et al., 2015], Greenland [Lutz et al., 2014), the Russian Arctic
[Hisakawa et al., 2015], and the Alps [Remias et al., 2010]. However, many snow algae share morphological
traits which can vary dramatically throughout their life cycles, making accurate identiﬁcation difﬁcult.
Several molecular studies indicate that snow algal communities are often dominated by the species
Chloromonas or Chlamydomonadaceae [Hoham and Duval, 2001; Leya, 2004]. To avoid confusion, we simply
refer to “red snow algae” in this paper, and note that we mean red colored rather than taxonomically red (i.e.,
Rhodophyta). Red snow algae are known to produce photoprotective pigments in response to exposure to UV
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[Remias et al., 2010], which has been suggested to enhance its darkening effect on the ice surface. Darker ice
melts more rapidly due to the efﬁcient absorption of solar energy.
A physically based approach is appropriate in the development of predictive models, because it is very difﬁ-
cult to separate algal cells from the other particulates and snow physical properties which impact on albedo.
Difﬁculties in culturing these algae also make it challenging to measure their spectral reﬂectance indepen-
dent of snow properties. It has been suggested that algae can cause snow albedo to drop to values as low
as 0.4 [Hisakawa et al., 2015]; however, no studies to date have measured the albedo-reducing effect of algae
alone, independent of snow physical properties and additional impurities. Care must be taken to consider the
impact of impurities in the context of changing snow physical properties, given that old waterlogged snow
may have an albedo as low as 0.5, compared to a typical fresh, clean snow albedo of 0.7–0.9 (see review by
Gardner and Sharp [2010]). Furthermore, there is widespread ambiguity in the measurement and reporting of
reﬂectance values [Schaepman-Strubb et al., 2006] that can make interpretation and interstudy comparison of
empirical data difﬁcult or impossible. In this paper, we follow the reﬂectance terminology of Nicodemus et al.
[1977] for clarity and consistency with remote sensing literature.
A fully predictive model for the albedo of snow will necessarily include both snow physics (which are well
served by existing RTMs, including Two-streAm Radiative TransfEr in Snow (TARTES) [Libois et al., 2013] and
Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiation [Flanner et al., 2007] as well as snow evolution models such as CROCUS
(an energy and mass evolution model forced by meteorological data) [Brun et al., 1989]) and several impurity
types, including mineral dusts, BC, and algal cells. The optical properties of each impurity must be known
individually in order for such a model to be developed. Predicted spectral reﬂectance will facilitate deeper
analysis of remotely sensed spectra from orbital and suborbital platforms, allowing identiﬁcation and quan-
tiﬁcation of the impurities and deriving glaciological and ecological information about the snow or ice mass.
A model has been developed that combines physical modeling of single-cell biooptics with a two-stream
radiative transfer model and point-surface energy balance model to investigate the sensitivity of snow sur-
faces to blooms of snow algae. The model consists of a fully predictive biooptical model adapted from
Pottier et al.’s [2005] model of light attenuation in photobioreactors, a radiative transfer model for predicting
the albedo of multiple layers of snow (TARTES), and a point-surface energy balance model [Brock and Arnold,
2000] for predicting melt. The model predicts changes in reﬂectance, convolves this with incoming spectral
irradiance to provide albedo, and then uses an energy balance scheme to predict melt rate with variations in
algal biomass, cell size, and pigmentation.
Here we describe a sensitivity study for snow surfaces populated with red snow algae. We held constant the
physical properties of the snow and the meteorological (including irradiance) conditions in order to isolate
the sensitivity of snow surfaces to algal blooms (although we note that in real systems there are likely feed-
back between biological activity and snow grain evolution, as discussed later). We calculated the bihemi-
spheric reﬂectance factor (BHR) of various snowpacks, individually altering the concentration of each
pigment in the cells, the cell size, and the biomass loading. Then, a range of bloom scenarios were simulated,
varying values for cell size, pigment mass fractions, and biomass concentration. Incoming solar radiation data
were simulated using NASA’s Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Radiative Transfer (COART) model and convolved
with the BHR to provide spectral and broadband albedos (αλ and α). Real blooms observed by Painter et al.
[2001] and Lutz et al. [2014] were forward modeled to compare our simulations to empirical measurements
and demonstrate the utility of our model for both forward and inverse modeling of snowpack reﬂectance.
Broadband albedo was then fed into the energy balance model. We also quantify for the ﬁrst time how shal-
low subsurface blooms could inﬂuence the albedo of the snowpack. Finally, we draw upon our spectral
albedo simulations to discuss the potential for algal life detection from satellite remote sensing.
2. Model Structure
To determine the relevant optical properties of algal cells for radiative transfer modeling, the complex refrac-
tive index of the algal cells must ﬁrst be known. The complex index of refraction consists of a real part (n),
representing scattering, and an imaginary part (ikλ, where i= √1 and kλ= absorption coefﬁcient)
representing absorption.
m ¼ n∓ikλ (1)
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The real part is approximately wavelength independent [Dauchet et al., 2015], whereas the imaginary
part varies across the electromagnetic spectrum. The real part of the refractive index can be deter-
mined experimentally by measuring the absorption through a cell at a nonabsorbing wavelength
(commonly 820 nm for Chlamydomonas reinhardii). Here we assume that the real part of the refractive
index for our snow algae is equal to that of C. reinhardii, because this species is a good analogue for
C. nivalis, and Dauchet et al. [2015] showed this value to be near constant between microbial cells.
The imaginary part of the refractive index, kλ, was predicted using the following equations, adapted
from Pottier et al. [2005].
kλ ¼ λ4π ρi
1 xw
xw
∑
N
i¼1
Eai λð Þ : wi (2)
where
xw ¼ 1 CxNp
1
V32
1
ρi
(3)
where Cx=dry mass concentration (kgm
3), N=number of pigments, Np=number particle density (m
3),
and V32 =mean efﬁcient volume for the particle (m
3), and all other deﬁnitions are in Table 1. To obtain kλ from
these equations, the in vivo spectral mass absorption coefﬁcient (Eaλ) for each pigment (i) must be known.
Little information regarding these data are available in the literature; however, Bidigare et al. [1990] provide
Eaλ for the major algal pigments (Figure 1). We deﬁne primary carotenoids as those directly involved in
photosynthesis and secondary carotenoids as those with other functions, such as photoprotection. We
assume that these Eaλ values are appropriate for our snow algae but caution that more research is required
into the variations between in vitro and in vivo absorption by various pigments in different organisms (for
example, due to the formation of complexes and obscuration by organelles). This model also assumes that
the pigments are the only absorbing components in each cell. The water fraction (xw) and density (ρi) of
the cells are assumed to be a constant (0.8 and 1400 kgm3, respectively) for microalgal cells, as justiﬁed
by Dauchet et al. [2015].
The assumption that algal cells are spherical and homogeneous facilitates the use of Lorenz-Mie the-
ory for calculating the absorption (Qabs), scattering (Qsca), extinction (Qext), and backscattering (Qbb)
efﬁciency factors from kλ and cell diameter for the algal cells. However, the diameter alone is insufﬁ-
cient to describe photon interactions with cells of different sizes. More appropriate is a measure that
relates cell size to the wavelength of light propagating through the medium. This term is χ and is
deﬁned in equation (4).
χ ¼ πdp=λ (4)
Since attenuation is the result of scattering and absorption, the efﬁciency factors Qext and Qsca are related to
Qabs by the relationship
Qext ¼ Qsca þ Qabs (5)
This is useful information for comparing the optical properties of individual algal cells under different
growth and pigmentation condition and may prove useful for remote sensing of biological impurities
in the cryosphere. However, for the sake of computational simplicity we do not employ a full Lorenz-
Mie computation in our radiative transfer modeling. Instead, we assign values to the real and imaginary
parts of the complex refractive index according to our biooptical model and assume that cells impact
the absorption cross section but not the scattering cross section of the snow, justiﬁed by the low cell
content in the snow and the negligible inﬂuence of impurities on snowpack scattering [e.g., Zatko
et al., 2013; Stamnes and Stamnes, 2016]. This assumption is built in to the published version of
TARTES for all impurities (see TARTES scientiﬁc documentation) and was also implicit in Aoki et al.’s
[2013] model for ice and snow surface albedo which varied the refractive index in a mineral-dust model
to simulate algal blooms.
The RTM TARTES [Libois et al., 2013] predicts the albedo of a snowpack given concentrations and
absorption cross sections of impurities and snow physical properties. This is achieved using
Kokhanovsky and Zege’s [2004] equations for weakly absorbing media, and the radiative transfer calcu-
lations are solved using the Delta-Eddington approximation, which involves summing the two-stream
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ﬂuxes in each vertical layer. TARTES
assumes that the snowpack can be
accurately represented as a collection
of spheres with equal speciﬁc surface
area (SSA) to the real nonspherical
grains. SSA can be measured via
infrared reﬂection spectra [Gallet
et al., 2009] or calculated from snow
density (ρice) and effective grain
radius (reff; equation (6)):
SSA ¼ 3
ρicereff
(6)
This simpliﬁcation allows radiative
ﬂuxes to be calculated with error
<5% [Grenfell and Warren, 1999;
Neshyba et al., 2003; Grenfell et al.,
2005], but it is not useful for
Table 1. Parameters Required for Modeling
Symbol Parameter Model
Constant or
Variable? Value Source
BHR Bihemispheric reﬂectance factor RTM Variable 0–1 Predicted by RTM
αλ Albedo (spectral; deﬁned as BHR convolved with
incoming spectral solar irradiance)
RTM, EB Variable 0–1 Predicted by RTM
αvis Albedo, integrated across the visible wave band
(400–700 nm)
RTM, EB Variable 0–1 Predicted by RTM
αBB Broadband albedo, integrated between 400
and 2200 nm
RTM, EB Variable 0–1 Predicted by RTM
Eaλ,i In vivo spectral absorption coefﬁcient for each
pigment (m2mg1)
Biooptic Constant 0–0.07 Bidigare et al. [1990]
and Li et al. [2012]
ρi Density of cellular dry material (kgm
3) Biooptic Constant 1400 Dauchet et al. [2015]
wi Mass fraction of each pigment (percent total
cellular dry mass)
Biooptic Variable 0.0001–0.05 Remias et al. [2010]
and Lutz et al. [2014]
xw Water fraction in cell (vol %) Biooptic Constant 0.78 Dauchet et al. [2015]
nm Real part of refractive index for snow Biooptic Constant 1.3 Warren and Brandt [2008]
n Real part of refractive index for algal cells Biooptic Constant 1.5 Dauchet et al. [2015]
kλ Imaginary part of refractive index
(i.e., absorption coefﬁcient)
Biooptic, RTM Variable Modeled na
zs Thickness of each snow layer, s (m) RTM Variable 1–3 for top (algal) layer Lutz et al. [2014]
SSA Snow SSA (m2 kg1) RTM Variable 0.1–30 Libois et al. [2013]
and Gallet et al. [2014]
D Snow density (kgm3) RTM Variable 250–950 Libois et al. [2013]
and Gallet et al. [2014]
I Irradiance RTM Variable Modeled COARTa
Z Surface roughness (m) EB Constant 0.001 PROMICEb
SWR Shortwave ﬂux (Wm2) EB Constant Time series PROMICEb
LWR Longwave ﬂux (Wm2) EB Constant Time series PROMICEb
Ta Air temperature (°C) EB Constant Time series PROMICE
b
Vp Vapor pressure (Pa) EB Constant Time series Calculated from PROMICE
b using
Tetons [1930] method
WS Wind speed (m s1) EB Constant Time series PROMICEb
Lat Latitude (degrees) EB Constant 7285631°N PROMICEb
Lon Longitude (degrees) EB Constant 0551705°E PROMICEb
RH Relative humidity (%) EB Constant Time series PROMICEb
Slope Slope (degrees) EB Constant 5° PROMICEb
Elevation Elevation (m) EB Constant Site speciﬁc Lutz et al. [2014]
aCOART refers to the NASA Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Radiative Transfer Model, available at http://cloudsgate2.larc.nasa.gov/jin/coart.html [Jin et al., 2006].
bPROMICE refers to the PROMICE automatic weather station MIT (www.promice.org).
Figure 1. In vivo absorption coefﬁcients for algal pigments; drawn from
data in Bigidare et al. [1990] and Li et al. [2012].
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calculating directional reﬂectance [Painter and Dozier, 2004]. TARTES represents the snowpack as a ser-
ies of layers which are horizontally homogenous and characterized by SSA, density, and impurities. Impurities
are described by distinct classes that contain information regarding their complex refractive index and density.
Black carbon (BC) and humic-like substances are included in the published version of TARTES, using RI (refrac-
tive index) and density data from Bond and Bergstrom [2006] and Hoffer et al. [2006], respectively. For detailed
discussion of the treatment of the snow crystals in the RTM, we point to the TARTES documentation (http://
lgge.osug.fr/~picard/tartes/) and Libois et al. [2013] along with wider discussion of radiative transfer in snow
grains in Warren [1982] and an excellent review by Gardner and Sharp [2010].
We deﬁned a new class of impurity (“algae”) in TARTES and also deﬁned the physical properties of the snow-
pack, including speciﬁc surface area (SSA), density, and thickness of each snow layer (with the bottom layer
being semiinﬁnite in the vertical dimension). Algal cells and other impurities are assumed to be externally
mixed; i.e., they only occur outside of snow grains. We adapted TARTES to predict the spectral BHR of the
snowpack with various bloom intensities and with a range of biooptical properties. Albedo is distinct from
BHR in that it depends not only upon the inherent optical properties of the surface but also the characteristics
of the incoming light (illumination angle, spectral distribution, and cloud and atmospheric interference). We
therefore convolved BHR with spectral at-surface solar irradiance predicted by the COART model for speciﬁc
sites and dates, providing both spectral and spectrally integrated albedo values (equations (7) and (8)):
αλ ¼ BHRλ  IλIλ (7)
α ¼ ∫BHRλ  Iλ
∫Iλ
(8)
The integrated albedo can then be used to drive Brock and Arnold’s [2000] point-surface energy balance
model, which returns melt in millimeter water equivalent. This model estimates the surface energy balance
for melting snow and therefore ignores heat conduction into the snowpack and assumes that rainfall is a neg-
ligible heat transfer process compared to shortwave radiation ﬂux and turbulent transfer of latent and sen-
sible heat. The model is site speciﬁc and driven by hourly meteorological data including incoming
shortwave radiation, air temperature, vapor pressure, and wind speed, along with the Julian day and hour,
site latitude and longitude, slope, aspect, elevation, temperature lapse rate, surface broadband albedo, and
aerodynamic roughness length. The melt is calculated as the residual of the equation
MLT ¼ SWR þ LWR þ SHF þ LHF (9)
where MLT=melt, SWR= shortwave radiation ﬂux, LWR= longwave radiation ﬂux, SHF= sensible heat ﬂux,
and LHF= longwave radiation ﬂux. Our model combination hence simulates the melt impact of red algae
on snow. Depending upon data availability and user preference, the model can output BHR, spectral albedo,
broadband albedo, or melt rate.
3. Results
We ﬁrst used Lorenz-Mie theory to examine variations in optical properties of individual cells of varying size
and pigmentation. Then, we studied the impact of cell optics at the population level on snowpack albedo. We
determined the sensitivity of snowpacks to algal blooms by holding the snow physical and meteorological
variables constant and systematically varying the optical properties of the algal cells and the biomass concen-
tration in the snow. We then tested the ability of the model to recreate ﬁeld data by simulating blooms mea-
sured by Painter et al. [2001] (spectral) and Lutz et al. [2014] (broadband). For the latter, where meteorological
data are available, we use predicted broadband albedo to drive melt modeling. We then model the impact of
subsurface blooms on snowpack albedo and melt rates and ﬁnally discuss potential spectral biosignatures
that might facilitate remote sensing of snow algae.
3.1. Optical Properties of Red Snow Algae
3.1.1. Lorenz-Mie Efﬁciency Factors
Qbb is an important parameter for the remote sensing of algal cells in the ocean [e.g., Stramski and Kiefer,
1991; Stramski and Morel, 1990; Stramski et al., 2004] and should also be examined as a potential tool for
remote sensing of algae in snow. Backscattering is dependent upon wavelength, cell size, and refractive
Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 10.1002/2016JF003932
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index (the imaginary part of which varies according to cell pigmentation). We used Lorenz-Mie theory to cal-
culate the absorption (Qabs), scattering (Qsca), extinction (Qext), and backscattering (Qbb) efﬁciency factors for
snow algal cells of varying size (between 1 and 50μm) for a selection of wavelengths (Figure 2). The wave-
lengths were selected to enable comparison with other published work on algae in other environments
and bioreactors. The experiment was repeated for three pigment scenarios: low, medium, and high
(Table 2). For all wavelengths in the low- and medium-pigment scenarios, Qabs increases with wavelength
before plateauing at ~0.9. This is unsurprising since larger cells represent a greater volume of material avail-
able to absorb incident radiation. The shape of the curve varies according to wavelength, with longer wave-
lengths generally having shallower curves and plateauing at larger cell diameters. However, this was not the
case for 620 nm. This is readily explained by the spectral absorption coefﬁcient of the cell, which is dominated
by secondary carotenoids (400–550 nm) and chlorophylls (350–450 and 660–690). This means that 620 nm is
close to the absorption minimum for the cell, and consequently, Qabs is lower at that wavelength. Similarly,
Qsca generally decreases with increasing cell size (which is unsurprising since smaller cells provide more
opportunity for scattering at air-cell interfaces) but is greatest at 620 nm. This is because Qsca is calculated
relative to absorption, which is at its minimum at 620 nm. For the high-pigment scenario,Qabs decreased with
cell diameter for 460, 480, and 510 nm (where absorption by secondary carotenoids is very strong), whereas
the opposite was true for 620 and 680 nm, where the cellular absorption was much lower.
Regardless of wavelength, Qext ﬂuctuates with decreasing magnitude as cell size increases, stabilizing at
~30μm, suggesting wide variation in the range of cell sizes likely to be encountered in the ﬁeld. Qbb gen-
erally decreases with increasing cell diameter; however, this is again modiﬁed by low absorption at
Figure 2. Qabs,Qsca,Qext, andQbb with increasing cell diameter for ﬁve wavelengths. The legend in the bottom right ﬁgure
is common to all subplots.
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620 nm raising Qbb. These phenomena are exaggerated in the high-pigment scenario and diminished in
the low-pigment scenario. This raises an interesting avenue for further research, since Qbb is modiﬁed by
pigmentation and could possibly be inferred from ratios of backscattered radiation gathered by remote
sensing in high-biomass scenarios. We suspect that Lorenz-Mie theory will underestimate backscattering
by algal cells because it discounts heterogeneity in cell shape and structure; however, empirical measure-
ments of backscattering by algal cells are scarce, and to our knowledge no data exist for snow algae.
These experiments indicate that there is wide variation in cell optics at the scale of individual cells. The
following sections report investigations into the effect of pigmentation, cell size, and biomass at the
population level on the albedo of snowpacks.
3.1.2. Pigmentation
For pigment mass fractions we were guided by the sparse literature on pigment concentrations in C. nivalis and
also the analogue species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. For C. reinhardtiimass fractions between 0.17 and 2.25%
for chlorophyll a, 0.13 and 0.70% for chlorophyll b, and 0.19 and 0.73% for secondary carotenoids have been
reported [Pottier et al., 2005; Leya et al., 2009; Kandilian et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Yarnold et al., 2016]. For C.
nivalis, chlorophyll:carotenoid ratios as high as 1:20 have been identiﬁed in red algae, but this varies dramatically
depending upon environmental stresses, in particular light intensity and nutrient deﬁciency [Remias et al., 2005,
2010; Lutz et al., 2014; Minhas et al., 2016]. We therefore use pigment concentrations between 0 and 3% for
chlorophyll a, 0 and 1% for chlorophyll b, and carotenoid concentrations between 0 and 10% because, on
the basis of our literature search, we consider these to encompass a realistic wide range of pigment concentra-
tions that could be encountered in ﬁeld samples. We used these four key pigments because they are the only
ones for which empirical data are available; however, the model is currently capable of incorporating 11 differ-
ent pigments and could incorporate more when absorption data become available. For albedo calculations we
simulated a melting snowpack (SSA=1m2 kg1 and density = 500 kgm3) and used COART irradiance for the
Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE) weather stationMIT (Mittivakkat Gletshcer) on
a cloudless mid-July day. In all simulations the biomass was high (1mgalg/gsnow) and concentrated into a 1mm
surface layer. This was chosen on the basis of ﬁeld observations of algal cells inhabiting a thin surface layer of
melting snow, providing a physical rationale for the modeled cell depth distribution. However, the ﬁnest sam-
pling resolution of empirical studies to date has been 2 cm [Aoki et al., 2011]. The choice of depth distribution is
important for themodeling—over an order ofmagnitude reduction in impuritymass fraction is required to gen-
erate the same snowpack albedowhen the alga is distributed through 2 cm snow. To demonstrate this, we have
repeated our biomass experiments with algae in a 2 cm thick layer and provided these in supporting informa-
tion S1 for comparison, highlighting the need for careful characterization of the spatial distribution of algal cells
in three dimensions for future bioalbedo studies.
As expected, higher concentrations of each pigment result in a greater absorption coefﬁcient with distinct
spectral peaks and a reduction in broadband albedo (Figure 3). Furthermore, since real cells contain combi-
nations of pigments that can vary according to environmental conditions, we modeled six pigment mixtures,
ranging from a low end-member (all pigments set at 0.01%) to a high end-member (all pigments set at the
maximum in the ranges described above). For realistic pigmentation between these end-members, we were
guided by laboratory data for C. nivalis incubated under different light conditions [Remias et al., 2010]. We use
Table 2. Pigment Contents Used to Investigate the Impacts of Pigment Mixturesa
Pigment Set 1 Pigment Set 2 Pigment Set 3
Low
End-Member
Scenario
Medium
Pigment
Scenario
High
End-Member
Scenario
Chlorophyll a (percent total cell dry mass) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 1 3
Chlorophyll b (percent total cell dry mass) 0 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.5 1
Primary carotenoids
(percent total cell dry mass)
0.1 0.1 0.26 0.1 1 10
Secondary carotenoids
(percent total cell dry mass)
0.5 1.0 1.4 0.1 1 10
Change in α
(clean–algal)
0.64–0.63 = 0.01 0.64–0.61 = 0.03 0.64–0.59 = 0.05 0.64–0.59 = 0.05 0.64–0.57 = 0.07 0.64–0.39 = 0.25
aWe assume that increased chlorophylls are due to chlorophyll b rather than chlorophyll a (Remias et al. [2010] did not determine this empirically). Pigment
concentration is expressed as percent total cellular dry mass.
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pigment concentrations measured before (Pigment Set 1) and after a 3 day incubation under high light
(Pigment Set 2) and after a 3 day incubation under high light and elevated UV-B (Pigment Set 3), thereby pro-
viding pigment sets tractable to real illumination conditions. We also use our medium-pigment scenario cre-
ated for the Lorenz-Mie experiments. The pigment mass fractions used in each set are provided in Table 2.
The high-pigment end-member had the greatest impact upon broadband albedo. Secondary (photoprotec-
tive) carotenoids are probably especially important for snow albedo because in real cells they are likely to
accumulate at higher concentrations than other pigments; their concentration is sensitive to local environ-
mental conditions, and they have high-absorption coefﬁcients. However, this will be dependent upon bloom
maturity and local effects [Remias et al., 2010]—indeed, site MIT17 in Lutz et al. [2014] showed signiﬁcantly
higher concentration of primary carotenoids than secondary.
3.1.3. Cell Size (χ)
We investigated the impact of cell diameter on spectral and broadband albedo by ﬁxing pigment concentra-
tions, snow physics, and biomass. We again used 1mgalg/gsnow in a 1mm layer in a melting snowpack
(SSA= 1 and density = 500). Our pigment mass fractions selected were between our low- and high-
pigmentation end-member scenarios (chlorophyll a=1.5%, chlorophyll b= 0.5%, primary carotenoids = 1%,
and secondary carotenoids = 1%). The impact of cell size upon albedo was thereby calculated for cell dia-
meters between 1 and 40μm. Microscopy undertaken by previous studies suggest a range of cell diameters
ranging from 10 to 35μm for real red snow algae [Takeuchi et al., 2006]. The relationship between cell size and
albedo is wavelength dependent, but for these calculations the absorption cross section was calculated at
λ= 789 nm because this was the weighted average wavelength of the incoming solar irradiance. Figure 3i
shows the spectral albedo along with the change in broadband albedo with increasing cell diameter.
Increasing cell size enhances the albedo-reducing effect of the algal blooms. For this speciﬁc biomass, snow-
pack, and pigment combination, increasing the cell size from 1 to 40μm caused a broadband albedo reduc-
tion of 0.14 for a heavy bloom of 1mgalg/gsnow. This range includes extreme lower and upper end-members.
Apart from very large (35μm) cells observed by Takeuchi et al. [2006], most studies report C. nivalis diameters
to be between 10 and 20μm. As cell diameter increases so does the path length through absorptive material
without opportunity for scattering, so there is a physical explanation for larger cell diameters reducing snow-
pack albedo. We caution that in this model increasing the cell size simply grows the absorptive unit in the
snowpack and does not account for scattering effects, which may turn out to be signiﬁcant, especially in
high-biomass, large-cell scenarios. Future research should aim for a rigorous characterization of both absorp-
tion and scattering within the snowpack resulting from the growth of snow algal cells.
3.1.4. Biomass
All albedo simulations take into account the optical parameters described in previous sections, which deﬁne
the proportion of solar energy absorbed and reﬂected by an algal cell. Of major importance for determining
snow albedo is then the number of these cells and their distribution within the snowpack. To isolate the
impact of cell concentration from changes in cell size and pigmentation, we held those optical parameters
constant and simulated populations of red snow algae with biomass ranging over 6 orders of magnitude
between 1 ngalgae/gsnow and 1mgalgae/gsnow (Figure 4). Again, the algae were concentrated in a 1mm sur-
face layer in a melting snowpack (SSA= 1m2 kg1 and density = 500 kgm3). Pigment concentrations and
cell size were the same as for the cell size experiments (cell diameter = 20μm, chlorophyll a=1.5%,
chlorophyll b= 0.5%, primary carotenoids = 1%, and secondary carotenoids = 1%). Biomass concentrations
of 1–10 ngalgae/gsnow had a negligible impact upon snow albedo, whereas a biomass concentration of
1mgalgae/gsnow had a greater impact, reducing the broadband albedo to 0.58 (a change of 0.07). The biomass
in the upper layer and the broadband albedo were inversely related, and higher biomass caused distinct
spectral peaks related to individual algal pigments to be more pronounced. Increasing pigmentation and cell
size enhances the effect of additional biomass, such that for the same biomass range with low pigmentation
and small cells (diameter = 5μm; all pigments set at 0.1%), the broadband albedos were reduced by a
maximum of just 0.006, and with larger cells and high pigmentation (diameter = 35μm and secondary caro-
tenoids elevated to 10%), the range of broadband albedos was 0.65 to 0.39 (maximum change 0.26).
Therefore, while biomass exerts a primary control upon the impact of algae on snow albedo, the optical prop-
erties of the cells themselves are also crucial.
For comparison, we also modeled the albedo impact of adding BC in the same concentration range. Per
unit mass, the albedo-reducing effect of BC was greater than any of our algal cells. For our melting
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Figure 3. Spectral and broadband albedos for red algae (cell diameter = 20 μm, biomass = 1mgalgae gsnow
1) in 1mm
surface layer of a melting snowpack (SSA = 1m2 kg1, density = 500 kgm3) with varying mass fractions of (a and b)
chlorophyll a (0–3%), (c and d) chlorophyll b (0–1%), (e and f) secondary carotenoids (0–10%), and (g and h) primary
carotenoids (0–10%). (i) The spectral albedo of the melting snowpack for cell diameters between 1 and 40 μm. (j) The
spectral albedo of the melting algal snowpack with varying thickness of overlying fresh snow.
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snowpack, the model predicted a broadband albedo of zero for 1mgBC/gsnow, indicating that this concen-
tration of BC is too high for a realistic albedo simulation. For comparison, the same mass of heavily pig-
mented algae reduced the melting snowpack albedo to 0.39. The impacts of both types of impurity
depend upon the snowpack characteristics. For a given impurity load a fresh snowpack has a higher
albedo than a melting snowpack due to the increased opportunity for scattering events in the upper
layers. For example, we ran the model with a surface layer of fresh snow (SSA= 30m2 kg1 and
density = 300 kgm3) and found that the snowpack albedo was 0.82 with no BC, 0.42 with 0.1mgBC/gsnow,
and 0.04 with 1mgBC/gsnow.
3.1.5. Hypothetical Heavy Bloom
Based upon our simulations above, we suggest that the most effective scenario for biological albedo
reduction is—unsurprisingly—large, heavily pigmented cells at high concentrations in a melting snow-
pack. We simulated such a scenario using a 1mgalgae/gsnow biomass concentration of red snow algae
in a 1mm surface layer with cell size of 35μm and pigment mass fractions of 3% chlorophyll a, 1.5%
chlorophyll b, 10% primary carotenoids, and 10% secondary carotenoids, which we consider to be high
based upon data in Remias et al. [2005, 2010] and Lutz et al. [2014]. We convolved the spectral BHR of
the simulated snowpack with incoming spectral irradiance to produce albedo, which we present spec-
trally and as a broadband value integrated between 400 and 2200 nm. We used COART to model incom-
ing solar radiation for PROMICE site MIT on Mittivakkat Gletscher (Greenland) because meteorological
data are also available for the same day, which we used to drive the energy balance model and estimate
melt rate. The impact of this bloom on the snow albedo was a reduction of 0.35, from 0.64 for the clean
snowpack to 0.29 for the algal snow, enhancing the local melt rate by 16mmw.e. d1. In comparison, a
BC concentration of 0.16mgBC/gsnow would be required to have equal effect on broadband albedo. We
include this as a suggested upper limit for melt acceleration by biological darkening of snow but reiterate
Figure 4. Spectral albedo for biomass ranging from 1 ngalgae/gsnow to 1mgalgae/gsnow for our (a) experimental pigment
set, (b) elevated secondary carotenoids, and (c) low pigmentation. (d) Snowpack albedos with varying concentrations of BC
are shown. Legend shows the biomass concentration in galgae/gsnow and the broadband albedo.
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that the albedo-reducing efﬁcacy of any impurity will vary according to impurity optical properties, snow
physics, and irradiance conditions.
3.1.6. Real Bloom: Painter et al. [2001]
We used spectral reﬂectance of algal-free and algal snow in California presented by Painter et al. [2001] as
target data for forward modeling (Figure 5). We ﬁrst modeled an abiotic snowpack, tweaking the SSA, den-
sity, and BC concentration until the spectral reﬂectance matched that of the empirical data. The values used
were always within a predeﬁned range deﬁned by an extensive literature search (Table 3). A crucial para-
meter missing from the ﬁeld data is the distribution of cells within the sampled snowpack. On the basis
of published [e.g., Lutz et al., 2014] and our own unpublished ﬁeld observations, we expect the majority
of cells to occupy a very thin (1mm) layer on the snow surface, although cells can also exist at depth
within the snowpack as discussed later in this paper. Painter et al. [2001] indicate errors up to 20% for their
cell counts. These factors combined make the relation between empirical measurement of cell abundance
and cell concentration in the model tenuous, so we treat cell concentration as a variable that was changed
iteratively to provide good agreement between modeled and measured data. The same is true of pigment
Table 3. Parameters Used in the Painter et al. [2001] Simulation
SSA
(m2 kg1)
Density
(kgm3) BC gBC/gsnow
Biomass
galg/gsnow
Pigments (Chl a, Primary Carotenoids,
Secondary Carotenoids, Phycoerythrin)
Expressed as Percent Total Dry Mass
Indirect Effect
(BC Equivalent
gBC/gsnow)
Cell
Size
(μm)
Maximum
Residual
Clean
snow
3, 3, 4, 5, 5 600 10 × 106 0 0 0 na 0.028
Algal snow 3, 3, 4, 5, 5 600, 600 34 × 106 0.0022 1.5, 0.05, 0.058, 2.8 22 × 106 15 0.011
Figure 5. (a) Albedo of algal snow in California frommeasurements [Painter et al., 2001] and our model simulation for alga-
free snow. (b) Residuals for modeled and measured albedo values for clean snow. (c and d) The same data for algal snow.
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concentrations, which Painter et al. [2001] did not measure. For future modeling studies, it would be very
useful to report the dry mass of algal cells per unit mass of snow and especially to characterize the spatial
distribution of cells with depth in the top few centimeters of the snowpack. We also noticed that the
reﬂectance was depressed at near-infrared (NIR) as well as visible wavelengths in the ﬁeld data, which
was not replicated by applying biomass alone to the modeled snowpack. This can be explained by (i)
the enhanced melt due to algal cells causing interstitial pores to ﬁll with meltwater, thereby increasing
their effective grain size; (ii) enhanced surface lowering due to algal cells concentrating inorganic impuri-
ties on the ice surface; and (iii) algal cells enhancing the retention of inorganic impurities on the ice sur-
face. These “indirect feedback” impact reﬂectance at all visible and near-infrared wavelengths and can
therefore be combined into one parameter, represented as a quantity of BC, which also absorbs approxi-
mately independently of wavelength. Assuming that BC concentrations are equal between nearby sites,
the difference in BC concentration required to accurately model alga-free and algal snow at NIR wave-
lengths can be interpreted as the indirect bioalbedo effect. Understanding of indirect effects of algal cells
upon surface reﬂectance is currently too weak to model physically, so this proxy offers a useful ﬁrst
approximation. Residuals between modeled and measured spectra were obtained by differencing the
two curves. A curve was thereby produced that approximated Painter et al.’s [2001] data with an error
<0.07 in the wavelength range 450 to 2200 nm. Broadband albedo of the snow dropped from 0.51 to
0.38 due to algal biomass, of which 0.07 (53%) was due to direct biological effects and 0.06 (47%) was
due to indirect effects.
3.1.7. Real Bloom 2: Lutz et al. [2014]
We forward modeled red algal blooms measured on the Greenland Gletscher Mittivakat by Lutz et al. [2014],
who found the red coloration to be due to resting cysts of chlorophyll and carotenoid-rich C. nivalis. We note
that Lutz et al. [2014] reported broadband albedo measurements that were generated by turning a photo-
synthetically active radiation (PAR) sensor upward and downward over a sample site, therefore only measur-
ing incoming and reﬂected radiation between 400 and 700 nm. We integrated the albedo over the visible
wavelengths only (αvis) to test the model against Lutz et al.’s [2014] data, then expanded the limits of integra-
tion (400–2200 nm) to generate more realistic broadband albedo values to drive the melt model (α). We com-
pared αvis to α to demonstrate the magnitude of error arising from presenting PAR reﬂectance values as
broadband albedo.
Melting of Lutz et al.’s [2014] observed snowpack was simulated as realistically as possible, using values for
wet snow (SSA= 0.1m2 kg1 and density = 600 kgm3). This provided a clean snow αvis of 0.75, equal to that
measured by Lutz et al. [2014]. In the simulations, the algae were concentrated into the upper 1mm of the
snowpack. We assumed that no algae were present in snow beneath the top “algal” layer and that 1 ngBC/
gsnow was present throughout the snowpack. As for the Painter et al. [2001] data, we were limited by a lack
of information regarding sampling protocol that compelled us to vary the algal cell concentration in an upper
1mm layer iteratively, this time using the reported αvis rather than spectral reﬂectance curves as target data.
The pigment concentrations were as reported in Lutz et al. [2014] for each site (Table 4). Wewere able to accu-
rately reproduce themeasured αvis to within 0.01 (Table 4). The difference between α and αvis was 0.31 for the
alga-free snow, 0.22 for MIT17 and 0.13 for MIT19.
These albedo data were used along with meteorological data for the Gletscher Mittivakkat (SE
Greenland) for a 14 day period in midsummer (8–21 July 2012) to coincide with the ground mea-
surements of Lutz et al. [2014], which were used to model the real bloom. The data were mea-
sured at the station MIT automatic weather station (PROMICE; www.promice.org) on Mittivakkat
Gletscher. Solar irradiance was high during this period, and so radiative ﬂuxes dominated the
Table 4. Data From Lutz et al. [2014] for Two Red Algal Bloomsa
Site
Total
Chlorophyll
Primary
Carotenoids
Secondary
Carotenoids
Algal Concentration
in Top 1mm
galgae/gsnow
BC
(Clean Snow)
gBC/gsnow
BC
(Algal Snow)
gBC/gsnow
αvis
(Measured)
αvis
(Model)
α
(Model)
Melt Rate
(mmw.e. d1)
Clean snow 0 0 0 0 1 × 109 1 × 109 0.75 0.75 0.44 39
MIT17 1.3 3.44 0.45 9 × 104 1 × 109 1 × 109 0.57 0.57 0.35 47
MIT19 1.21 0.76 0.68 1.4 × 103 1 × 109 1 × 109 0.39 0.39 0.26 54
aPigment concentrations are expressed relative to chlorophyll a.
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surface energy balance, thereby providing favorable conditions for albedo-induced surface ablation.
Vapor pressure data were calculated using the method of Tetons [1930]. We held these meteorolo-
gical data constant and varied α to determine the rate of surface melt attributable to algal blooms
with different optical properties.
The clean snowmeasured by Lutz et al. [2014] was melting at a rate of 39mmw.e. d1 over the measurement
period, compared to 47mmw.e. d1 at site MIT17 and 54mmw.e. d1 at MIT19 (Figure 6). Our model there-
fore indicates a melt enhancement due to the presence of algal blooms of 8 and 15mmw.e. d1 (or 1.2- and
1.4-fold increase) for the two sites. Using albedo integrated only over the visible wavelengths, the model pre-
dicted melt enhancement of 18mmw.e. d1 and 31mmw.e. d1. Omitting the NIR wavelengths overesti-
mated the snow albedo and therefore underestimated melt rate for clean and algal snow (Figure 6).
However, since only the wavelengths most affected by algae were measured it also overestimated the biolo-
gical albedo-reducing effect. Overestimating albedo by integrating only over the visible wavelengths was
also demonstrated empirically on sea ice by Zatko and Warren [2015]. The closest physical analogue in their
study was the deep slush, which showed αvis of 0.78 compared to α of 0.51, which is very similar to our esti-
mates for the “clean” Mittivakkat snow.
3.1.8. Subsurface Blooms
We also used our model to simulate the impact of cells existing at depth within the snowpack (Figure 2j).
The impact of subsurface blooms on snow albedo has not yet to our knowledge, been modeled, but their
existence has been reported in Californian snow [Thomas, 1972]. We therefore adapted our model to simu-
late algal blooms at various depths within a snowpack with the same range of optical parameters and
Figure 6. Predicted melt rate for sites on Mittivakat Gletscher. (a) Albedo used to drive the model is a broadband albedo
(400–2200 nm). (b) Albedo values are integrated over the visible wavelengths only. Themeteorological data are provided in
our open repository. In particular, we note that the lower melt days early and late in the observation period coincided with
periods of low incoming shortwave radiation.
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biomass concentration as for the biomass experiments described above. We found that the thickness of
overlying snow required to eliminate the albedo-reducing effect of an algal bloom varies with the optical
properties of the algae and the total biomass, as well as with the physical characteristics of the overlying
snow. Blooms may well become buried by fresh snowfall (SSA= 30m2 kg1 and density = 250 kgm3),
which is very effective at obscuring the underlying algal bloom (a layer 13 cm thick raised the albedo of
a melting snowpack with our high end-member “heavy bloom” by 0.44, making it indistinguishable from
an alga-free snowpack; Figure 2j). For comparison, we ran the same experiment with our small, low-
pigment cells, without changing the biomass concentration. In this case, 8 cm of fresh snowfall was
required to completely eliminate the albedo-reducing effect of the bloom. As expected, the biomass con-
centration strongly inﬂuences the thickness of fresh snow through which blooms have an albedo effect.
For our heavily pigmented cells, the thickness of overlying snow required to eliminate the albedo-reducing
effect of the bloom increased from 1 cm to 13 cm as the biomass concentration increased from 10μgalg/
gsnow to 1mgalg/gsnow. For our low-pigment cells the range of snow thickness required was 1mm to 4 cm
for the same biomass range. This indicates that depending upon the optical properties of the cells and
their biomass concentration, they may alter the albedo of a snowpack even when buried by fresh snow.
In our upper end-member, the algal bloom inﬂuenced surface albedo under 13 cm of fresh snow. Since
blooms are features of melting snowpacks, any overlying fresh snowfall is likely to decay. In this case,
the changing physical properties of the snow change the albedo impact of the buried bloom. The large,
heavily pigmented cells under 13 cm of decaying snow (SSA= 5m2 kg1 and density = 450 kgm3) still
reduced the snowpack albedo by 0.02, whereas they had no effect under the same thickness of fresh
snow. Similarly, Aoki et al. [2011] undertook similar simulations for subsurface BC, also ﬁnding the effect
to be larger in melting snow compared to fresh snow.
3.1.9. Signature Spectra
Spectral reﬂectance data are not currently available for blooms of known biomass and snow physics; how-
ever, our model can predict it. Different pigments have peak absorption at speciﬁc wavelengths, so their pre-
sence (and possibly concentration) can be inferred from the shape of reﬂectance spectra. This could be used
to extract ecological information from remotely sensed spectra, since pigmentation can change in response
to environmental conditions [Remias et al., 2005, 2010]. In particular, C. nivalis in its developmental stage con-
tains fewer carotenoids and has a greener coloration; mature cells accumulate secondary carotenoids and
become orange-red [Holzinger et al., 2016]. We therefore predicted the spectral reﬂectance of a range of algal
blooms and identiﬁed “signature” reﬂectance patterns. Our simulations show that both increasing the num-
ber of pigment-containing cells in the snowpack and increasing the pigment concentration in each cell
enhance radiation absorption within characteristic wavelengths and result in identiﬁable deviations from
the smoothly convex spectral reﬂectance curve associated with pure snow. In Figure 2a, predicted spectral
reﬂectance curves of a melting snowpack inoculated with cells containing various concentrations of chloro-
phyll a are shown. The “uniquely biological” spectral signature (absorption peaks at 440 and 680 nm) was
identiﬁed by Painter et al. [2001] as being the result of chlorophyll a absorption, which is corroborated by
our simulations. The spectral reﬂectance curves are shown in Figure 1, and the characteristic absorption fea-
tures associated with each pigment are provided in Table 3. Figure 4 shows the spectral reﬂectance curves for
snow inoculated with cells with mixtures of several pigments with varying biomass concentrations between
1 ngalgae/gsnow and 1mgalgae/gsnow. Several absorption peaks (manifest as reﬂectance minima) can be iden-
tiﬁed, in particular the broad absorption feature between 400 and 520 nm resulting from absorption by sec-
ondary carotenoids, the twin maxima at 440 and 680 due to chlorophyll a, and although the 475 peak
contributed by chlorophyll b is obscured by the secondary carotenoids, its presence is indicated by its sec-
ondary peak at 650 nm.
BC does not preferentially absorb with such distinct spectral peaks. Thin overlying snow and grain evolution
can mimic the spectral effects of BC contamination, making separation of BC and snow physics very difﬁcult
from spectral data [Warren, 2013]. This is supported by our simulations. The broad wavelengths over which
BC is effective and the lack of distinctive spectral absorption peaks make it unlikely to obscure the spectral
signature of algal cells, although due to its high potency as an albedo reducer, it will signiﬁcantly reduce α
overall when present in sufﬁcient concentrations. These properties also allow us to represent the combined
indirect effects of biomass on spectral reﬂectance as a BC equivalent, until the speciﬁc physical mechanisms
are better understood.
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The burial of an algal bloom beneath a growing layer of fresh snowfall resulted in the gradual attenuation of
the characteristic absorption peaks. However, the characteristic spectral reﬂectance patterns resulting from
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and secondary carotenoids were still discernible for snow cover up to ~8 cm thick
for a heavy (1mgalgae/gsnow) bloom.
4. Discussion
We have presented a physically based model for the albedo and melt impact of algal growth and blooms
within snow cover. The limitations of our model will be examined ﬁrst in the following discussion. Then,
we discuss the biooptical outputs of the model and examine the role of algal blooms in driving melt.
4.1. Model Validity
This melt model is the ﬁrst to incorporate biological forcing and is predictive, given cell size and pigment con-
centration, along with snow physical properties and meteorological data. The model could readily be
expanded to incorporate additional algal species or pigment types. We do not currently have sufﬁcient
empirical data to fully validate the model; however, we note that each section of the model represents an
adapted form of a model previously formulated and validated in the literature [Pottier et al., 2005; Libois
et al., 2013; Brock and Arnold, 2000]. There are no known empirical data sets that include all the necessary
observations required to truly validate our model. We intend to collect our own ﬁeld data for this speciﬁc pur-
pose. This paucity of data along with the current interest in bioalbedo highlights a community requirement
for standardized biological and glaciological measurements. Nevertheless, there exist several partial data sets
we were able to use (ﬁlling information gaps with predicted or literature values) that allow us to make com-
parisons between ﬁeld and modeled data. Two data sets were employed for this purpose: Painter et al.’s
[2001] spectral reﬂectance data from algal snow in California and Lutz et al.’s [2014] broadband measure-
ments from Mittivakkat Gletscher. Both studies quantify cell concentrations in snow but crucially omit infor-
mation regarding the distribution of these cells in the snowpack. Qualitative descriptions in these papers,
along with our own ﬁeld observations, suggest that the majority of the cells are likely to be concentrated
within a 1mm surface layer, but the ﬁeld samples likely included snow between the surface and several cen-
timeter depth. This is important for the model as a given number of cells has a greater impact on albedo
when concentrated on the snow surface than when distributed through a depth proﬁle in the snow.
Furthermore, these studies only provide qualitative descriptions of the snow physics at their ﬁeld sites.
Since our model is built upon well-known snow radiative transfer equations that have been well tested, we
are conﬁdent in its ability to simulate snow physics. There is also no quantitative assessment of inorganic
impurities such as BC in the snowpack. These unknown parameters had to be estimated within sensible
ranges, guided by existing literature. For example, SSA and density of melting snow have been characterized
by Domine et al. [2006], Gallet et al. [2009], Yamaguchi et al. [2014], and Matzl and Schneebeli [2006] among
others. We therefore present these analyses to demonstrate the utility of our model for both forward and
inverse modeling of algal snow albedo and to illustrate the need for a standardized suite of bioalbedo mea-
surements in ﬁeld studies. Full model validation must wait until we have undertaken ﬁeld work for this
speciﬁc purpose.
Several assumptions in themodel formulation require justiﬁcation. First, for the application of the well-known
Lorenz-Mie solution (which solves Maxwell’s equations for photon interactions with small spheres), we
assume that the cells comprising the algal blooms are spherical and homogeneous, which is likely justiﬁable
for C. nivalis. For other species of algae, for example, ﬁlamentous cyanobacteria, this assumption may not be
valid, and an alternative method, for example, the T-matrix method [Waterman, 1965], could be employed.
The assumption of homogeneity requires that pigments are the only absorbing entities within the cell and
that no light is absorbed by the cell wall, membrane, or any organelles. This is a simpliﬁcation, although light
absorption by cellular material other than pigments is considered negligible [Uličný, 1992]. The analysis of
single-cell optical parameters has been attempted here using Lorenz-Mie theory for homogenous spheres;
however, it may turn out to be more appropriate to use models that consider concentric spheres of varying
refractive index [e.g., Quirantes and Bernard, 2004]. In our albedo modeling, we also make the assumption
that scattering by algal cells is negligible compared to that of the surrounding snow grains because snow
grains are highly scattering and the cell concentrations are relatively low, as has been justiﬁed by several pre-
vious studies [e.g., Stamnes and Stamnes, 2016; Zatko et al., 2013]. However, future versions of the model
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should determine this for algal cells speciﬁcally by integrating the Lorenz-Mie scheme directly into the RTM.
The assumption that cells do not alter the scattering cross section of the snowpack will weaken as cell size
and biomass increase, so future model development should focus upon a more rigorous characterization
of cell diameter. Our approach is beneﬁcial in terms of computational simplicity but limits our model to dis-
persions of cells within layers of snow and prohibits us from studying processes associated with very high
biomass concentrations including self-shading in thick algal layers and ﬂocculation. Aoki et al. [2013] also
used this assumption when applying a mineral-dust model to an algal snow radiative transfer scheme. It is
interesting to compare their approach to ours, since they retrieved the spectral absorption coefﬁcient for
ice algal cells from spectral measurements, whereas we have built it from user-deﬁned variables. Data in
Aoki [2013] indicate that both methods have predicted spectral absorption coefﬁcients for red snow algae
within the same order of magnitude.
Finally, we note that our model only considers absorption by algal cells at wavelengths greater than 400 nm.
We consider this to be reasonable, given that absorption by algal cells is concentrated between 400 and
700 nm. However, we also note that recent literature has highlighted the role of UV-screening compounds,
such as scytonemin, as signiﬁcant albedo reducers in soils [Couradeau et al., 2016]. Therefore, future versions
of this model may include shorter wavelengths as the biological basis behind absorption at UV wavelengths
becomes better understood.
4.2. Biooptical Properties of Red Snow Algae
The absorption of light within an algal cell is controlled by the cell size and the concentration of intracellular
pigments. Our biooptical model indicates that secondary carotenoid concentration has the greatest effect
upon the absorption of light within the cell, which is not surprising given their greater in vivo absorption
coefﬁcient (Figure 1). However, for all four pigment types (chlorophylls a and b and primary and secondary
carotenoids), increasing the pigment concentration increased the cell’s absorption coefﬁcient, making it a
more effective absorber of visible light. This reduced the albedo of the snowpack and caused it to melt faster
in our simulations. In addition, increasing cell diameter caused the absorption efﬁciency to increase and scat-
tering efﬁciency to decrease (due to addition of absorptive medium and a lower frequency of photon transi-
tion between media of different density when cells are larger). While this may be an important process for
cells in open water or bioreactors, scattering in a snowpack is overwhelmingly dominated by the optical
properties of snow crystals andminimally impacted by the presence of impurities and is therefore discounted
by TARTES. Our modeling therefore conﬁrms the results of several previous studies that ﬁnd pigmentation
and cell size to be key determinants of the optical properties of small, spherical algal cells [Pottier et al.,
2005; Lee et al., 2013; Dauchet et al., 2015]. Larger cells with higher-pigment contents will be most effective
as absorbers of solar energy and will have greatest impact upon snowpack albedo and melt rates.
Changes in biooptical properties also changed the modeled Lorenz-Mie efﬁciency factors, which may facili-
tate remote detection of some snow-algal ecological information.
4.3. Impact of Algal Blooms on Snow Albedo
The biomass of algal cells present in the snowpack had a greater effect on the snowpack α than changes in
pigment concentration. An upper end-member heavy bloom of 1mgalgae/gsnow was simulated (where chlor-
ophyll a, chlorophyll b, and secondary carotenoid concentrations were all high), which reduced the albedo of
the snowpack by 0.35. We compared algal blooms to BC deposition, ﬁnding that 1mgalgae/gsnow had an
equivalent impact on α to 16μgBC/gsnow. Previous measurements of BC in Greenland snow from Summit,
Dye-3, and Camp Century suggest a range of 1–15 ngBC/gsnow to be realistic [e.g., Slater et al., 2002;
Cachier, 1997; Chylek et al., 1995; Cachier and Pertuisol, 1994], althoughmore measurements at additional sites
across the ice sheet are needed to constrain spatial and temporal variations. It is well known that BC is a
powerful albedo reducer on snow and ice [Goelles et al., 2015] and historically may have terminated the
Little Ice Age [Painter et al., 2013]; we therefore suggest that α is much more sensitive to BC than to an equal
concentration of algal blooms. However, if measured BC concentrations of 1–15 ngBC/gsnow are representa-
tive for Greenland snow, algal blooms may contribute more to albedo decline. Algal blooms have been
reported covering large areas on snowpacks worldwide [e.g., Hisakawa et al., 2015], and hence, alga is likely
to be a crucial impurity that must be considered in predictions of snow albedo and melt.
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Indirect impacts of algae on spectral reﬂectance may enhance the albedo-reducing effect further. Albedo is
very sensitive to grain size, since smaller discrete grains provide more opportunities for scattering of photons
out of the snowpack [e.g., Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Nolin and Dozier, 2000; Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004;
Xie et al., 2006]. Meltwater accumulation in pore spaces is approximately equivalent to increasing snow grain
size, since it replaces air-ice interfaces with water-ice interfaces, promoting forward scattering and decreasing
the likelihood of a photon scattering out of the snowpack. Similarly, algal blooms might enhance the long-
evity of BC and dust on the snow surface (e.g., by aggregating inorganic material to form cryoconite
[Takeuchi et al., 2001; Langford et al., 2010]), offering another mechanism of biological melt acceleration.
Therefore, while the direct effect of algae is clearly important, their indirect impacts may also be signiﬁcant.
In this paper, due to the current lack of research into physical mechanisms of indirect effects of algal biomass
on spectral reﬂectance, we consider all indirect effects in one combined BC-equivalent parameter. Our mod-
eling, using Painter et al.’s [2001] ﬁeld data, suggests that up to half of the albedo reduction due to algal cells
may be due to indirect feedback effects.
4.4. Melt
Biomass concentration on the surface of the snowpack altered the rate of snowmelt for a Greenland glacier.
We attributed 8 and 15mmw.e. d1 at Mittivakkat Gletscher sites MIT17 and MIT19 to the direct albedo inﬂu-
ence of algal blooms (Figure 6). Photoacclimation and cell accumulation over the course of amelt seasonmay
have an appreciable impact upon total snowmelt from a snowpack and should therefore be accounted for in
melt models, given that pigment concentrations are shown to impact on the biooptics of the cells and there-
fore the spectral and spectrally integrated albedo. We note that much more research is needed to constrain
likely pigment concentrations in snow algae under varying light, temperature, and nutrient conditions. Many
factors inﬂuence surface melt, and a linear extrapolation of our simulated melt enhancement to the glacier
scale is not appropriate without high-resolution mapping of snow physical characteristics and impurity con-
tent, along with detailed meteorological data. The melt simulations presented here were for clear-sky days in
mid-July, meaning that radiative processes likely dominated the surface energy balance and the snow was
particularly sensitive to changes in albedo. While these conditions may be typical for some locations (e.g.,
SW Greenland), the relationship between albedo and melt rate will vary under different meteorological con-
ditions. We present these melt simulations to illustrate the potential for extracting melt rate information from
integrated biooptical, radiative transfer, and energy balance modeling frameworks; however, in-depth analy-
sis of the melt time series is beyond the scope of this paper. For interested readers, we provide the melt and
meteorological data in our repository (https://bitbucket.org/jmcook/bioalbedo_0.1/overview). Overall, our
simulations do suggest a signiﬁcant impact of algal blooms upon snowmelt, and therefore, bioalbedo should
be studied in more detail to support melt forecasting.
4.5. Real Blooms
To our knowledge there are no published data sets that quantitatively describe both the physical and biolo-
gical characteristics of a snowpack. Therefore, we are currently unable to fully validate our model. We can
only propose to provide a full validation in a follow-up paper after undertaking our own ﬁeld work. Given
the current interest in bioalbedo, we also intend to provide a clear manifesto for bioalbedo measurements
in a follow-up paper that will promote clarity and compatibility between ﬁeld studies and facilitate both for-
ward and inverse modeling using the scheme we present here. Despite the current lack of data, we were able
to apply our model to two partial data sets—one spectral and one broadband—ﬁlling missing data with sur-
rogates derived from wider literature. We present these comparisons for two reasons: ﬁrst, to show that the
model is capable of accurately recreating empirical spectral reﬂectance data given realistic input data; sec-
ond, since we started with measured spectra and have inferred values for several input parameters, we sug-
gest that the model can be inverted to determine (for example) biomass and pigment concentrations.
For Painter et al.’s [2001] data set, we were able to recreate the snow spectral reﬂectance with a maximum
error of 0.07. The error was greatest in the visible wavelengths due to the reﬂectance varying more at these
wavelengths in the model than in the real data. This is probably due to the assumption that pigments are the
only absorbing features in the cells and the limited number of pigments in the model. Further experimenta-
tion may justify the use of a smoothing function to remove some of this variability in future versions of the
model. In both algal and clean snow, there were peaks in the residuals at three points in the NIR wavelengths,
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likely due to biological feedback not accounted for in the model or grain size inhomogeneity. Nevertheless,
the error overall is small, indicating that the model can recreate real spectra using realistic input values.
Our melt modeling using Lutz et al.’s [2014] data shows that our model can be applied usefully even when
only broadband albedo values are available. It was used here to expand the PAR albedo measured by Lutz
et al. [2014] into a more useful broadband value, which could then drive melt modeling. Furthermore, invert-
ing the model can facilitate the “backﬁlling” of biological or physical measurements missing from empirical
data sets. We emphasize that there is currently no empirical data set that includes all the required parameters
for completely accurate forward or inverse modeling of snow albedo; however, we suggest that a physical
modeling approach enhances the usefulness of partial data sets. With more complete data sets, more reliable
modeling can be undertaken.
4.6. Subsurface Blooms
The existence of a photic zone in snow and ice, where PAR penetration sustains photoautotrophy, has been
identiﬁed by several studies for both ice and snow [Thomas, 1972; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2012; Hodson et al., 2013]
and the existence of subsurface algal blooms in snow has been conﬁrmed empirically [Thomas, 1972]; how-
ever, their impact on α has not previously been modeled. We ﬁnd that subsurface blooms of 1mgalgae/gsnow
(with high chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and secondary carotenoid concentrations) can impact α of a fresh,
clean snowpack at depths up to 0.13m (Figure 3j). This suggests that the subsurface blooms measured by
Thomas [1972], which occurred at 10 cm depth in a snowpack in California (USA), could have inﬂuenced
the surface albedo. Interestingly, Thomas [1972] separately observed red discoloration of snow to a depth
of 30 cm, implying the existence of biological light-absorbing impurities that could be important factors in
radiative transfer in snow. It is not clear whether these exited at depth due to active migration, percolation
with meltwater, or burial by snowfall. Many more measurements of subsurface algal cells are required to
determine their prevalence in snow worldwide and their effect on snow evolution. There have been sugges-
tions that algal cells employ motility strategies to migrate upward or downward through snowpacks to reach
favorable irradiance conditions [Dove et al., 2012] and surface blooms could be buried by summer snowfall.
Our model shows that proximity to the snow surface enhances the impact of algal blooms upon surface
reﬂectance, suggesting that shallow subsurface blooms may inﬂuence radiative transfer in snowpacks and
could be identiﬁable from remotely sensed spectral data.
5. Signature Spectra
Our simulations indicate the existence of distinct spectra for different impurities within the snowpack, and
suggest that impurity type and concentration could be derived from remotely sensed spectral data from orbi-
tal or suborbital platforms, even when buried under thin layers of fresh snowfall (Figure 3j) or when mixed
with inorganic impurities. The notion of uniquely biological spectral reﬂectance patterns has been discussed
by Painter et al. [2001], who identiﬁed the absorption feature centred at 680 nm as characteristic of
Table 5. Characteristic Spectral Reﬂectance Features and Ecological Signiﬁcance of Each Algal Pigment
Pigment
First
Absorption
Peak
Second
Absorption
Peak Curve Characteristics Ecological Signiﬁcance
Chlorophyll a 440 680 Absorbs strongly in two clear, narrow wavebands Universal light-absorbing pigment useful as
a general biomarker for photosynthetic life
Chlorophyll b 475 650 Absorbs strongly in two clear, narrow wavebands Often elevated in shade-adapted organisms
Primary carotenoids 480 na Absorb strongly across a wide wave band Expand the photosynthetic wave band
Secondary carotenoids 460 na Absorb strongly across a wide wave band Thought to be a photoprotective response
to high light exposure
Phycocyanin 610 na Absorbs across a wide wave band (350–700 nm)
with minimum absorption at 460 nm, gradually
rising to maximum at 610 nm
Characteristic of cyanobacteria, used to
expand photosynthetic wave band
Phycoerythrin 450 525, 575 “Table-shaped” absorption spectrum with a sharp
increase in absorption at 420 nm, plateau with
a characteristic “triple-peak” morphology to a
sharp drop at 580 nm
Characteristic of red algae, used to expand
the photosynthetic wave band
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chlorophyll a and therefore photoautotrophic life in snow. We corroborate this using our model and also
point to other characteristic absorption features that could be used to extract more detailed ecological infor-
mation from spectral reﬂectance data. These are summarized in Table 5.
Our model indicates that these characteristic absorption features may be distinguishable in remotely sensed
spectral reﬂectance data. Pigmentation is dynamic is response to environmental conditions [e.g., Remias
et al., 2005], and variations in the spectral reﬂectance over time may provide a means of extracting ecological
information regarding stress responses in algal cells. While there are many complicating factors in real snow-
packs, our modeling approach indicates that time series of remotely sensed spectral reﬂectance data offers
the opportunity for detecting life in snow and ice, mapping impurities, and forecasting melt. A similar
approach could potentially be employed in the search for extraterrestrial photosynthetic life on icy planets
and moons.
6. Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented, for the ﬁrst time, a model of snow albedo and melt that takes into account snow
algal blooms. The model provides biooptical, albedo, and melt predictions, given input values for cell size,
pigment concentration, biomass loading in the snow, snow physical properties, and meteorological vari-
ables. Our model demonstrates that algae can melt snow via a bioalbedo effect and makes the ﬁrst
known quantiﬁcation of this effect using physical modeling. We also note that this impact is likely ampli-
ﬁed by indirect feedback effects that are yet to be characterized but are likely crucial for determining bio-
logical melt acceleration. We compared the inﬂuence of algal blooms to that of BC on snow albedo,
ﬁnding that although BC is a more potent albedo reducer than algae per unit volume, algae are likely
to accumulate in higher concentrations and therefore have a greater albedo-reducing effect (although
the spatial extent of blooms is unknown). In this study, because we are interested in isolating the role
of algal blooms, we have not examined the role of dusts which will also often have albedo-reducing
effects on snowpacks. The model was also used to predicting spectral reﬂectance patterns from algal
snow, demonstrating the potential for remotely sensed spectral reﬂectance data for detecting life in
the cryosphere and predicting snowmelt.
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